Advanced Data Visualization
The only one-step mapping tool available

Report Library Includes:

- Premium Ranking
- Win/Loss Analysis
- Territory Analysis
- Dollar & Percent Difference
- Customizable Maps
MapSight is a state of the art geographic data analysis module that allows you to easily visualize your premium analysis reports.

MapSight visually displays opportunity areas and vulnerabilities, providing intuitive guidance for rate strategies.

Quickly build displays with Quadrant’s standard templates or use your customized reports.

Standard templates:

Win/Loss Analysis

Compare rates head to head. MapSight displays the premium comparison results in both dollar difference and percent difference.

Use individual risk scenarios or a broad range of risk characteristics. View results by overall patterns; view details by zip code, city, county, or territory.
Premium Analysis

Visualize premium differences against your competitors and identify areas of opportunity for rate adjustment.

Ranking/Wins

Measure your rates against any of your competitors.

Easily determine areas needing attention during the rate adjustment process.
To learn more about MapSight, contact us at sales@quadinfo.com or give us a call at (800) 499.4627 to schedule a personalized demo.